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 4 comments: I love hearing this song. I was playing this at home one day and I thought I am going to die. (My 7 year old son heard this song and said "Daddy, you're going to die, you can't beat that!")I love this song. LinkWithin Followers Follow by Email About Me Over the years, as I've developed an interest in many different subjects, my tastes have changed. As a young boy, I loved science fiction
and westerns, but over the years, those interests have faded, and I've devoted myself to art and literature.Q: Gnome Terminal: How to show the directory path of the window? Is there a way to show the directory path of the window in gnome terminal? So that, when you are at ~/bar and you press tab, I can see the contents of ~/bar in the terminal window? Or, if you are in ~/foo and you press tab, you
can see the contents of ~/foo? A: You can define custom commands that define tab behavior in.bashrc. I set up a custom command like this: _tr '~/' ':~' The :~ is a substitution that sets the second word of the expansion ($2) to the same value as the first word ($1), e.g. when ~/foo is expanded, the substitution sets the expansion to foo: $ ~/foo ~/foo $ _tr '~/' ':~' ~/foo :~/foo Using a custom command,

you can enable the behavior you described without having to define it in your ~/.inputrc (see here). The custom command I use above is saved in ~/.bash_aliases. This is a bash configuration file. There are other files that influence bash configuration, like ~/.bashrc, that are read at startup. Search on Wikipedia Grammar Different grammars use different rules to analyze what a sentence says, i.e. what it
"means". Some are built up in stages using different rules, and some are built up in one stage. "Full grammars" have more rules than necessary (a task for "institutional grammars" or for "grammars for special purposes"), but they are less parsimonious. In the following, the grammar 82157476af
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